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Contemporary context

Changing laws,
policies and
regulators
Emerging
sectors: wind,
solar, battery,
recycling and
energy from
waste

Foreign
investors,
notably US and
Asia
Increasing
M&A

Infrastructure
boom: linear
infrastructure
and transport

Emerging
liability profile
- derivative and
corporate
liability

Purpose - Nature of transaction
and clients
•
Purchaser due
diligence

Vendor due
diligence

Investor/financier
due diligence

•
•

To identify material legal risks of the target’s
business or project (and so to the purchaser)
Materiality threshold
Reputational risk and liability
Environmental risks are often legal risks

•

To demonstrate key issues and risks have been
identified and appropriately addressed prior to sale
or seeking investment

•

To identify material legal risks and demonstrate
that they have been minimised or avoided and
propose appropriate risk mitigation strategies to
protect investors and financiers, e.g. by ensuring
contractual terms in agreements between
contractors and subcontractors push liability to
specific entities

Risk sources
•
•
•
Risks to the
environment from the
current operation

Risks from the
environment

Future risks

Approvals held by the site(s) – are they adequate to cover the
operations?
Planning permits/development approvals, environmental
licences
Liability for offences

•
•

Environmental compliance – with legal requirements and
approvals held including State and Territory and Federal laws
Environmental impacts and risks – e.g. complaints
Liability for non-compliance and civil claims

•

Caused or contributed contamination – polluter pays

•
•
•
•
•

Contamination – soil and groundwater
Neighbouring facilities and site surrounds
Flooding or erosion
Climate change exposed
Coastal

•

Is the site(s) proposed to be developed in the future or is
development underway – approvals held and constraints of
land relevant (zoning and physical risk perspective)

•

Clarity on what to do
•
•
Scope

•

•

Start environmental and planning due diligence early and
get expert advisers

•

Beware that State and Territory laws are very different and
practitioners would need a reasonable level of familiarity
with about 8 statutes and regulations in each jurisdiction i.e.
it is a senior practitioner’s task

•

Brainstorm likely key risks and develop specific questions
to add/amend your standard due diligence checklist

•
•

Searches of public registers – approvals and contamination
– and repeat prior to close
Searches of courts for environmental litigation

•
•
•

Preliminary site environmental investigation (Phase 1)
Phase 1 + (i.e. include site inspection)
Detailed site environmental investigation (Phase 2)

•

Planning consultants may be required particularly for large
development sites and linear infrastructure maintenance
and development

Ask the right questions

Engage environmental
consultants

Current or future risk
External site works – e.g. transmission lines and grid
connections
Native title; dangerous goods and hazardous chemicals;
asbestos; safety; buildings regulations

Due diligence report
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Potential areas for
reporting and structure

•
•
•
•

By jurisdiction
By site/facility/business division
By issue
By on-site/ off-site risks

•

Beware that most transactions will require a reasonably lengthy
environment and planning section as it is not usually the materiality
threshold ($) that triggers reporting but rather reputational and
regulatory risks associated with potential non-compliance that
warrrant attention

•

Are any personnel from the target taking up director or manager
positions in the target post acquisition?
What advice do you need to give those personnel around
derivative liability and future corporate actions to minimise risk?

Materiality threshold

Proactive advice on risk
management

Land use planning and development
Contamination
Heritage, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultural heritage
Biodiversity conservation
Water – allocations and quality
Waste
Pollution, emissions, NGERs
Licensing
Community and complaints

•

•

Warranties, indemnities and other financial arrangements

This presentation and Environment Express bulletins are intended only to provide a summary and general overview on matters of interest.
It is not intended to be comprehensive nor does it constitute legal advice. Whilst attempts have been made to ensure that the content is
current, Guthrie Legal does not guarantee its currency. You should always seek legal or other professional advice on specific cases and
before acting or relying on any of the content.
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